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(i) Horizon tracking using cross-correla on technique: 
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(1) 6.4956 (2) 5.2209 (3) 1.9390 (4) -0.3242 (5) -0.0498 
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(ii) Genera on of complexes through Hilbert transform 
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(iii)  
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(iv)  
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(v) Tracking Discon nui es 
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(vi)  
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(vii) Tracking fault by traversing in reverse direc on (backwards) 
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question q4 
What is the nature of reflections?; 
choose one of grp_ref_nature 
because The nature of reflections is a good indicator of 
the nature of bed. 
 
 
question q5 
Following a particular horizon as we move from left to 
right, how does it slope?; 
choose one of grp_slope_direction 
because The Direction of slope upwards or downwards is 
indicative of whether the bed is inclined upwards or 
downwards. 
 
 
question q5_1 
As the bed slopes upwards then what happens to the slope 
with distance?; 
choose one of grp_up_slope_further_change 
because The further change in the upward slope may 
elicite information about presence of structures of 
interest. 





group grp_ref_nature 
'Horizontal', 'Inclined', 'Wavy', 'Disorderly'. 
 
 
group grp_slope_direction 
'Upwards','Downwards'. 
 
 
group grp_up_slope_further_change 
'Slope Does Not Change', 'Slope Changes Gradually', 
'Slope Changes Sharply'. 
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rule r1_q4 
if ref_nature is q4 and 
q4='Horizontal' 
then 
write('If the reflections are horizontal it is indicative 
of horizontal beds'). 
 
 
 
rule r2_q4 
if ref_nature is q4 and 
q4='Inclined' 
then 
write('If the reflections are Inclined it is indicative 
of Inclined beds'). 
 
 
 
rule r3_q4 
if ref_nature is q4 and 
q4='Wavy' 
then 
write('If the reflections are Wavy it is indicative of 
subparallel beds'). 
 
 
 
rule r4_q4 
if ref_nature is q4 and 
q4='Disorderly' 
then 
write('If the reflections are disorderly it is indicative 
of hommocky or contorted beds'). 
 
 
 
rule r1_q5 
if ref_direction is q5 and 
q5='Upwards' 
then 
write('If the horizon slopes upwards the bed is inclined 
with a positive slope'). 
 
 
 
rule r3_q5_1 
if upward_slope_change is q5_1 and 
q5_1='Slope Does Not Change' 
then 
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write('If the bed slopes upwards and the slope does not 
change, then it indicates that there is no geological 
structure in that section').









ruleset set_set4 
contains r1_q3,r2_q3,r1_q4,r2_q4,r3_q4; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 

ruleset set_set6 
contains r1_q5,r2_q5; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 

ruleset set_set7 
contains r3_q5_1,r4_q5_1,r5_q5_1;  
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 

rule r4_q5_1 
if upward_slope_change is q5_1 and 
q5_1='Slope Changes Gradually' 
then 
write('If the bed slopes upwards and the slope shows a 
gradual change, then it indicates that a geological 
structure such as Fold or Anticline may be present'). 
 
rule r5_q5_1 
if upward_slope_change is q5_1 and  
q5_1='Slope Changes Sharply' 
then 
write('the slope changes sharply, then it indicate a 
magmatic intrusion such as a salt dome or a thrust fault'). 
 
rule r2_q5 
if ref_direction is q5 and 
q5='Downwards' 
then 
write('If the horizon slopes  downwards the bed is inclined 

with a negetive slope'). 
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action run_a6; 
if q4='Horizontal' or q4='Inclined' or q4='Wavy' or 
q4='Disorderly' 
then 
write(q4) and nl 
and 
write('The nature of bed is being chosen') and nl 
and invoke ruleset set_set6 and run_a7 
else 
write('nature of reflection not chosen') and nl 
end if. 
 
 
action run_a7; 
if q5='Upwards' 
then 
write(q5) 
and write('The bed seems to be sloping upwards') and nl  
and invoke ruleset set_set7 and run_a8 
else 
write('The bed seems to be sloping downwards') and nl 
and 
invoke ruleset set_set8 and run_a11 
 end if. 
 
 
action run_a8; 
if q5_1='Slope Does Not Change' 
then 
write('The bed may be considered inclining upwards very 
slightly without a significant change') 
and nl 
and invoke ruleset set_set13 and run_a18   
else 
write('There may be some change in slope') and 
run_a9 
end if. 
 
 
action run_a9; 
if q5_1='Slope Changes Gradually' 
then 
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action run_a10; 
if q5_1='Slope Changes Sharply' 
then 
write('Sharp slope change may be due to magmatic 
intrusion')  
and nl and 
invoke ruleset set_set9 and invoke ruleset set_set13 and 
run_a18 
else 
write('This sharp slope change may be caused due to thrust 
faults') and nl 
and invoke ruleset set_set13 and run_a18  
end if. 










              

          













write('It can be termed as a bed which is gradually 
inclining up ') and nl 
 and 
invoke ruleset set_set8 and run_a11 
else 
write('The bed is not gradually inclining upwards') 
and nl and 
run_a10 
end if. 
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question tech_part_p2_q1 
In view of amplitude-time data being available it is 
possible to analytically  
compute some attributes to confirem the observations 
already made on the horizon : 
cross-correlation between adjacent traces is an analytical 
technique to follow a  
reflection horizon in the way as you see in the snap: would 
you like to invite that  
procedure now?; 
choose one of grp_choice 
because based on confirmation the developed procedure can 
be invited and executed to confirm observations. 
 
 

question tech_part_p3_q3 
Choose the window size for cross-correlation; 
choose one of grp_ccr_window_size 
because the size of window for cross-correlation needs to 
be supplied to the program for crosscorrelation technique. 
 

question tech_part_p4_q2 
compare this plot with corresponding horizon in the seismic 
map: does the plot appear to be 
identical to the horizon in the snap?; 
choose one of grp_choice 
because Comparison with the obtained plot would verify the 
observation made by the earlier visual inspection. 
 
 
 
question tech_part_p4_q3 
Is the break/fault seen in the snap missing in the plot?; 
choose one of grp_choice 
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because if the break seen in the snap is missing in the 
plot, it indicates that cross correlation has not 
been able to track the discontinuity. 
 

question tech_part_p4_q4 
To confirm the presence or absence of fault you may invite 
other seismic attributes such as 
Instantaneous phase or reflection strength: would you like 
to see Instantaneous phase along the  
horizon under observation?; 
choose one of grp_choice 
because Instantaneous phase is characteristic of a given 
reflecting horizon and is almost constant, 
hence is able to track the reflecting horizon better than 
the cross correlation. 





question tech_part_p4_1_q1 
Do you wish to see the obtained plot depicting the 
identified horizon?; 
choose one of grp_choice 
because Obtained plot can be displayed to be compared with 

the seismic snap examined earlier. 







group grp_choice 
'Yes','No'. 
 
group grp_ccr_window_size 
'window size 5 time intervals', 'window size 7 time intervals'.
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rule r1_tech_part_p2_q1 
if prg_invite_ccr is tech_part_p2_q1 and 
prg_invite_ccr = 'Yes' 
then 
write('The developed cross-correlation procedure would be run'). 
 
 
rule r2_tech_part_p2_q1 
if prg_invite_ccr is tech_part_p2_q1 and 
prg_invite_ccr = 'No' 
then 
write('We shall continue with manual interpretation through visual 
inspection of the seismic snap'). 
rule r1_tech_part_p3_q3 
if win_size is tech_part_p3_q3 and  
win_size='window size 5 time intervals' 
then 
write('Crosscorrelation program with window size of 5 time 
intervals is chosen...'). 
 
 
rule r2_tech_part_p3_q3 
if win_size is tech_part_p3_q3 and 
wind_size='window size 7 time intervals' 
then 
write('Crosscorrelation program with window size of 7 time 
intervals is chosen....').



rule r1_tech_part_p4_q2 
if is_ccr_plot_identical is tech_part_p4_q2 and 
is_ccr_plot_identical ='Yes' 
then 
write('We move on with manual interpretation  for other 
horizons'). 
 
 
rule r2_tech_part_p4_q2 
if is_ccr_plot_identical is tech_part_p4_q2 and 
is_ccr_plot_identical = 'No' 
then 
write('There seems to be a break in the seismic snap which 
is missing in the plot'). 
 
 
rule r1_tech_part_p4_q3 
if break_in_snap_missed is tech_part_p4_q3 and 
break_in_snap_missed='Yes' 
then 
write('The break seen in the snap is missing in plot'). 
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rule r2_tech_part_p4_q3 
if break_in_snap_missed is tech_part_p4_q3 and 
break_in_snap_missed='No' 
then 
write('The sample may have to be redone, as similarity 
between plot and seismic is missing and break is also 
missing'). 
 
 
rule r1_tech_part_p4_q4 
if use_inst_ph is tech_part_p4_q4 and 
use_inst_ph='Yes' 
then 
write('Program using Instantantaneous phase attribute to 
track break will be used'). 
 
 
rule r2_tech_part_p4_q4 
if use_inst_ph is tech_part_p4_q4 and 
use_inst_ph='No' 
then 
write('We shall resume with manual interpretation'). 
 
 
rule r1_tech_part_p4_1_q1 
if see_ccr_plot is tech_part_p4_1_q1 and 
see_ccr_plot='Yes' 
then 
write('Plot obtained after cross-correlation can be 
viewed'). 











ruleset set_tech_part_p2_set1 
contains r1_tech_part_p2_q1, r2_tech_part_p2_q2; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 

rule r2_tech_part_p4_1_q1 
if see_ccr_plot is tech_part_p4_1_q1 and 
see_ccr_plot='No' 
then 
write('We may resume with manual interpretation'). 
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ruleset set_tech_part_p3_set1 
contains r1_tech_part_p3_q3, r2_tech_part_p3_q3; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 
 
ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set2 
contains r1_tech_part_p4_q2, r2_tech_part_p4_q2; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 
 
ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set3 
contains r1_tech_part_p4_q3, r2_tech_part_p4_q3; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 
 
ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set4 
contains r1_tech_part_p4_q4, r2_tech_part_p4_q4; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true. 
 
 
ruleset set_tech_part_p4_1_set1 
contains r1_tech_part_p4_1_q1, r2_tech_part_p4_1_q1; 
update ruleset by removing each selected rule; 
when a rule misfires do true.











action main_tech_part_p2_a1; 
do restart  
and main_tech_part_p2_a2 and nl. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p2_a2; 
do restart and 
invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p2_set1 and 
main_tech_part_p2_a3. 
action main_tech_part_p2_a3; 
if tech_part_p2_q1='Yes' 
then 
write(tech_part_p2_q1) and 
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write ('proceeding to execute program....') 
else 
write ('Lets continue with manual interpretation') 
and  
invoke ruleset set_set18 
end if. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p3_a1; 
do restart 
and ask tech_part_p3_q1 and ask tech_part_p3_q2 and 
invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p3_set1 and 
main_tech_part_p3_a2. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p3_a2; 
if tech_part_p3_q3='window size 5 time intervals' 
then 
write('The cross correlation program with window size 5 
intervals shall be executed') 
else 
write('The cross correlation program with window size 7 
intervals shall be executed') 
end if. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_a1; 
do restart 
and main_tech_part_p4_a2 and nl. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_a2; 
do restart 
and invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set2 and  
main_tech_part_p4_a3. 
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action main_tech_part_p4_a3; 
if tech_part_p4_q2='Yes' 
then 
write('plot is identical to the horizon in snap') and 
invoke ruleset set_set18 
else 
write('There could be a break seen in the snap which is missing in 
the plot') 
and invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set3 and 
main_tech_part_p4_a4 
end if. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_a4; 
if tech_part_p4_q3='Yes' 
then 
write('There is a break seen in the snap which is missing in the 
plot') 
and invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p4_set4 and 
main_tech_part_p4_a5 
else 
write('The sample may have to be redone, because the seismic snap 
and the plot are not identical 
and at the same time even break is missing from the plot') 
end if. 
 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_a5; 
if tech_part_p4_q4='Yes' 
then 
write('Program using instantaneous phase seismic attribute is being 
called') 
else 
write('we may proceed with manual interpretation') and 
invoke ruleset set_set18 
end if. 
action main_tech_part_p4_1_a1; 
do restart 
and main_tech_part_p4_1_a2 and nl. 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_1_a2; 
do restart 
and invoke ruleset set_tech_part_p4_1_set1 and  
main_tech_part_p4_1_a3. 
 
action main_tech_part_p4_1_a3; 
if tech_part_p4_1_q1='Yes' 
then 
write('plot will be displayed') 
else 
write('We will resume with manual interpretation') 
and invoke ruleset set_set18 
end if.
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flex.pc int386w.sys, 

int386.ovl, int386w.dll and vint386w.dll. 

int386w.sys  int386w.ovl    

 int386w.dll        

vint386w.dll   

  

 





             









    

 

 

 



Dim flx as new Flex 



               







LoadFlex()  InitGoal()  
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RunGoal()

     ExitGoal()  

HaltFlex()
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General Declaration 

Dim flx As New flex 



 

 

 

 

Private Sub CallExpertSystem_Click() 

  txtObservation.Text = "" 

       txtObservation.Text = flx.RunGoal("main. ") 

End Sub 





 

 





Private Sub Form_Load() 

  flx.LoadFlex ("") 

flx.InitGoal("reconsult_rules( 'manual_int_flex_coding4.ksl' ). ") 

flx.CallGoal 

flx.ExitGoal 

End Sub 





 







Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

   flx.HaltFlex 

End Sub 
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Private Sub help_Click() 

   MsgBox "This part of the module calls expert system to ask 

questions to the user," + Chr(13) + " and solicits responses to 

proceed with interpretation." + Chr(13) + "Press the Run button 

to start !", vbOKOnly, "Flexeg" 

End Sub 





 





       

   









           

            

           



 

 

 

 

 

 


